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this software use h.264 hardware accelerator technology to provide you
with the best performance during video game recording. bodycam

supports all of the graphics hardware encoders such as nvidia cuda /
nvenc h.264, intel quick sync video h.264, and amd app h.264. in
addition, bandicam software can also take a screenshot from your

desired section and save them in jpg, png, or gif formats. bandicam
software can record high-quality audio and video without taking up much

of the systems resources. bandicam also captures the smallest detail
with hd high-resolution imaging. you can easily share the output files of

this program in the internet space.you may also download bandicam
4.0.2.1352 multilingual this software also allows users to get back the

captured video when they are finished playing the game. the user-
friendly interface and supports live preview mode, tool-based editing,
and a user-assignable hotkey option. the preset video effects include
standard mode, colorize, trim, crop, resize, filter, motion blurs, motion

detection, alpha effect, and some other effects. bandicam version
6.0.2.2015 can be used on windows xp through windows 10. at the same

time, it also comes with a web interface that allows you to upload the
saved videos to services such as youtube, vimeo, and ustream. you can
even setup a time zone and start at a specific time and date. in addition,
bandicam versions 6.2015 also get new support for beta hardware from
nvidia and amd. this has an “advanced codec mode” which is used for
recording directx and opengl games. you can use this feature to record

the screen of a game that uses direct3d and opengl.
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the application compresses all recorded files in h.264 format with
sufficient quality and therefore you can save the space for other files or

your games. all user languages are supported by bandicam including
english, german, french, spanish, italian, portuguese, polish, russian,

polish, czech, slovak, serbian, ukrainian, and swedish. you can make a
video of any length and screen recording will be possible. bandicam is an

application that allows you to record any video. this program was
designed for both beginners and experts. when you record using
bandicam, you can perform a variety of operations. to begin with,

bandicam allows you to record the computer screen. this is an
application that allows you to record the computer screen. it has an

excellent recording quality and recording speed. the program allows you
to record video in various high-definition formats. moreover, the program
allows you to capture audio on demand from your webcam. the program

allows you to capture real-time audio from your microphone or from
within other applications (such as skype and audacity). you can also

record from another application by dragging and dropping it into
bandicam. this program allows you to record the following types of

videos: game, screen capture, webcam, and screen shot. however, this
application also allows you to edit videos. the program has a

configuration panel that allows you to customize your recorder. a variety
of video effects and transitions are included in the configuration panel.

the program is a powerful tool for video recording. you can even do
screen captures. the program supports various formats of video files such

as.avi,.m4v,.mpg,.mpeg and more. it supports most popular video
formats like wmv, avi, flv, mp4, mkv, mov, and more.bandicam
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